Business Rates Matters
Are you prepared for
Check, Challenge, Appeal?

What service do you want to receive
from a professional rating advisor?
Logically, this will include the provision of specialist advice on the scope for reducing
your overall rates liability, due diligence in case preparations and the expertise necessary
to agree the lowest outcomes on action taken.
In a practical sense it will involve a good working
relationship with your advisor, along with professional
consultancy parameters that keep you updated on case
progress... and which continues to explore rates saving
opportunities over the entire Revaluation period.
The provision of meaningful value in a wider context
is also important.

We believe the added benefits should also cover:
• Checking annual rate demand calculations
• Review of historic recovery angles
• Provision of budgetary advice, where required
• Regular Updates

Why are we good at what
we do for our clients?
Vail Williams LLP is a long established regionally based
professional property consultancy with an expertise
in business rates mitigation. We represent many
organisations of various sizes on all types of commercial
property across the country.
We believe our work starts with gaining an in-depth understanding of
your premises – this means detailing the size, age, specifications and way
your space is utilised, as well as the environment in which each property
is situated.
Our Business Rates Consultancy team has extensive knowledge on this
property tax gained over many years. We apply professional integrity
to the rating advisory work we undertake for our clients, allied with
a performance-related ethos.

A selection of our rating clients:

Rates mitigation and recovery
Our rates mitigation strategy incorporates formal appeal action (where appropriate),
relief claims and forensic auditing, along with the creative application of technical savings
angles that explore a less conventional route.
There can be many reasons why your rating assessment and overall liability may be incorrect. These matters cover:
Rating List Appeals

Material Changes

Reliefs
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Floor areas
Value applied (per sq m)
Internal configuration
Comparisons with
others
• Mergers/Splits
• Case Law
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Adjacent building works
Road schemes
New developments
Oversupply

Internal:
• Physical alterations
• Change of use

Under-utilised space
Empty property
Small Business Relief
Mandatory Relief
Charitable Relief
Other

Historic Auditing
• Overpayments
• Billing errors
• Credits on former
properties
• Certification
• Unclaimed relief
• Legislative changes

2017 Rating Revaluation –
a concise overview
The 2017 Rating List assessments for most properties
are based on an assumed ‘open-market’ rental valuation
date (AVD) of the 1st April 2015 (the AVD for the 2010
Rating Revaluation was 1st April 2008).
The significant change introduced from April 2017 is a new ‘Check,
Challenge, Appeal’ regime in England. The major difference with the
2010 rating list appeal system is that a ‘proposal’ will need to set out
the substantive reasons at the Challenge stage, along with an alternative
valuation backed by supporting evidence.
With a complex appeal system in place for the 2017 Rating Revaluation,
a detailed rates mitigation game-plan is essential.
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Our services:
• Building Consultancy
• Business Rates Consultancy
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Commercial Property Investment
Lease Advisory
LPA Receivership
Marine and Leisure
Occupier Advisory
Property Acquisition and Disposal
Property Asset Management
Property Development Consultancy
Property Planning Consultancy
Property Valuation

Visit us:
www.vailwilliams.com

Vail Williams

@vailwilliams
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